Jerusalemite Day of Diversity 2018
12-13.5.2018
Jerusalemite Day of Diversity invites you to bring forth our everyday Jerusalem,
Jerusalem of diversity. Together we will re-claim Jerusalem Day via a variety of activities
designed to promote tolerance, which will light up the city, and we will show everyone
that Jerusalem is the tolerance capital of the world. This is the day for activities by
Jerusalemites, for Jerusalemites, and about Jerusalemites, to echo our varied voices and
make them heard loud and clear.

-----------------------------------------------------------------Saturday-Sunday | Jerusalemite in the Living Room: Let’s meet! | Assaf Horen | A
variety of Jerusalemites speak in the living rooms of “other” Jerusalemites, to tell
their personal stories and get to know each other a little bit better.
More information below and here: https://tinyurl.com/ya92kfpz
Saturday-Sunday | All day | Kids4Peace | Jerusalemite Points of View: A human map
- A special campaign of personal stories of Jerusalemites from the three religions across the city and social media
Saturday | 12:00 | Danbrat | Dan Yanovich | A tour in the footsteps of the sectors,
ethnicities, and cultures of Ottoman Jerusalem: The Ottoman Empire in Jerusalem
lasted 400 years during which the city transformed from medival to modern and
became the center of interest of the European superpowers and the Zionist
movement. The tour is free (tips are welcome), not including entrance to sites. For
info and registration: dan.yanovich@gmail.com.
Meeting Pt: Jaffa Gate
For more info: https://tinyurl.com/y9f8ohyp
Saturday | 16:00 - 18:00 | A hidden legacy | Emek Shave | A tour in the Muslim
graveyard in Mamilla.
Meeting point: Agron St, under the Rehavia Taxi Station in Independence Park.
For more info: https://tinyurl.com/ybb6cmbq
Saturday | 21:00-23:00 | Jerusalism | Speaking Diversity | Jerusalism welcomes all to
an evening of prose and poetry connected to the theme of diversity.
Power Coffeeworks, 111 Agripas St.
For more info: https://tinyurl.com/y7wxtngo
Saturday | 21:00 | City of Skies | A performance that is a love song to the eternal
city, that is built like the city itself - a colorful mosaica of cultures, religions, stories,
and people.
Link for tickets: https://tinyurl.com/ybcvydr
Micro Theater, Jerusalem Theater, 20 Marcus St
Saturday | 21:00 | Glam Screening | Eurovision 2018 - A festive glam screening
accompanied by a drag queen performance.
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Nocturno, 7 Bezalel St
For more info: https://tinyurl.com/y8qdo5f8
Saturday | 21:15-22:30 | Jerusalem: Through My Eyes | Shayna Kovler | In honor of
International Women's Talmud Day and Jerusalem Day, come learn Talmud about
Jerusalem from the women of Jerusalem. Three different women - Jewish educators
who live and work in the city - will tell us about Jerusalem through their eyes, using
the Talmud as their guide.
Diana's Home, 16 Harakevet Street
For more info: https://tinyurl.com/y8muurkq
Saturday | 21:30 | Jerusalemite in the Living Room: Let’s Meet! - Tamar Bar Levi,
who has gone through a mental breakdown and is a member of Clubhouse
Jerusalem, will tell her personal story.
The event is part of “Jerusalemites in the Living Room” - A series of events in which
Jerusalemites tell their personal stories in the homes of Jerusalemites who are
different from them!
For more info: https://tinyurl.com/ya92kfpz
Noa and Natan's living room, 16 Hurkania St., Katamonim
Saturday | 21:30 | Jerusalemite in the Living Room: Let’s Meet! - Yossi Klar, Deputy
CEO of “Out For Change”, an organization that works to assist ex-haredis, will speak
about the change from Haredi to secular Jerusalem.
The event is part of “Jerusalemites in the Living Room” - A series of events in which
Jerusalemites tell their personal stories in the homes of Jerusalemites who are
different from them!
For more info: https://tinyurl.com/ya92kfpz
Nayot Community Center, 66 Nayot St.
Saturday | 21:30 | Jerusalemite in the Living Room: Let’s Meet! - Sarah Tuttle Singer,
a journalist at the Times of Israel who wrote a book about her year living in the four
quarters of the old city, will tell her story. The event will take place in English.
The event is part of “Jerusalemites in the Living Room” - A series of events in which
Jerusalemites tell their personal stories in the homes of Jerusalemites who are
different from them!
For more info: https://tinyurl.com/ya92kfpz
Nifgashim Center, 26 Ben Yehuda St.
Saturday | 22:00 | State of Jerusalem | Jerusalem is crushed under the weight of
religious, national, and political symbols. But before being a symbol, Jerusalem is a
city in which people live. “The State of Jerusalem” series consists of chapters in
which one interesting Jerusalemite tells a curious story about the city. During this
evening at the Mazkeka we will screen two chapters (one brand new!) and other
materials from the editing room, and hold a conversation with the creators, Natan
Odenheimer, Tomer Zmora, and Or Drori.
Mazkeka, 3 Shushan St
For more info: https://tinyurl.com/ya6pprcq
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Sunday | 9:00 - 13:00 | Beyond the City and the Square | Ir Amim | A tour in the old
city - a walking tour to see the political and everyday reality of the old city. Please
register in advance.
Meeting Pt: Zahal Square
For more info: https://tinyurl.com/y7cchsqt
Sunday | 9:30 | Talmud & Hadith, Coffee & Tea. Vol. 2 | Ruth Kristina Vasileva | A
group scriptural reasoning in the Talmud and Hadith
Mt. of Olives - location upon request
For more info: https://tinyurl.com/ycuu8m9k
Sunday | 10:00 - 13:00 | Status Quo and Tolerance | Window to Mt Zion | A tour on
Mt. Zion - Between holy sites, forgotten stories, and status quo, the residents of Mt.
Zion - monks, Yeshiva students, artists, and businessmen - live together. Come see
their worldviews, the coexistence, and the delicate and fascinating partnerships. The
tour is free.
Meeting Point: Zion Gate.
For more info: https://tinyurl.com/y8d4wquz
Sunday | 11:00 - 17:00 | Postcards from the Soul | Nefashot | Creating postcards
with different languages and people of all backgrounds in the main Jerusalem Day
event in the Tower of David.
For more info: https://tinyurl.com/y8k8p75q
Sunday | 13:00 - 16:00 | Partners on the Path | Citipass | Pop-up tolerance events at
the Light Rail stations: Machne Yehuda, Davidka, Municipality
For more info: https://tinyurl.com/y89ltvlc
Sunday | 13:00 - 15:00 | Born&Raised - an Israeli women’s gospel choir with 15 soul
singers who sing special versions of Israeli and English songs.
The event is part of “Partners on the Path - Pop-up Tolerance Events at the Light Rail
stations”.
Davidka Light Rail Station
For more info: https://tinyurl.com/y89ltvlc
Sunday | 13:00 - 15:00 | Dialogue circles in sign language, Arabic, and Hebrew.
The event is part of “Partners on the Path - Pop-up Tolerance Events at the Light Rail
stations”.
Municipality Light Rail Station
For more info: https://tinyurl.com/y89ltvlc
Sunday | 13:00 - 15:00 | Pop-Up Mediation | Mosaica | The Mosaica mediation
center comes to the street to meet us and give us practical toolsl tools for
constructive communication.
The event is part of “Partners on the Path - Pop-up Tolerance Events at the Light Rail
stations”.
Machne Yehuda Light Rail Station
For more info: https://tinyurl.com/y89ltvlc
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Sunday | 13:30 | Flower March | Tag Meir - supporting the residents and
businessmen of the old city. Tag Meir will hand out flowers to the residents and
businessmen of the old city, on the path where the Flag March will walk. Our holiday
doesn’t need to hurt the Arabs of the old city.
Meeting Pt: Safra Square (Municipality)
Sunday | 14:00 - 16:00 | Dancing Debka | Between Heaven & Earth | “Machia” (Arak
in Moroccan) dance group invite you to dance Debka in the Municipality Light Rail
station, in Haredi garb with Kaffiyas.
The event is part of “Partners on the Path - Pop-up Tolerance Events at the Light Rail
stations”.
Municipality Light Rail Station
For more info: https://tinyurl.com/y89ltvlc
Sunday | 14:30 - 17:30 | Guy Cohen | Flags for Tolerance | A colorful and happy
space to create "other" flags, personal, bringing together, not dividing. In Jerusalem's
variety there are arguments but also wonder. Let's create together flags of the city
that we want to live in.
The event is part of “Partners on the Path - Pop-up Tolerance Events at the Light Rail
stations”.
Municipality Light Rail Station
For more info: https://tinyurl.com/y89ltvlc
Sunday | 15:30 | The Jerusalemite March | The Jerusalemite Movement
Railroad Park
For more info: https://tinyurl.com/y7cr3ldg
Sunday | 16:00 - 18:30 | Every Person Has a City and Her Name is Jerusalem | Old
Yishuv Court Museum | Come hear the different points of view of Jerusalem as
spoken by her poets and lovers. Meet at 4 at Jaffa Gate for a short tour in the
Museum, or at the museum itself.
6 Or Haim St., the Jewish Quarter
Sunday | 16:30 | CartoNeighborhood | Artishok | A special event for kids - let’s build
our neighborhood, French Hill, out of recycled materials together!
Artishok Club, 19 Hagana St
For more info: https://tinyurl.com/yc39ku4l
Sunday | 16:45-18:30 | Black and White Jerusalem? | Tarbus | A tour in Haredi
Jerusalem - Let's discover the diversity of the Haredi population.
Meeting Pt: Davidka
For more info: https://tinyurl.com/y8tgvmh8
Sunday | 17:00-19:00 | "And Together" - a group of rabbinical students of all types |
dialogue and study circles on the topic of the place of religious leaders in the public
sphere.
First Station, 2 David Remez St
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Sunday | 17:00 - 21:00 | Something of the Desert | Aharon Kritzer and Shelter
Gallery | An exhibit of Haredi amateur photographers.
Shelter Gallery, 6 Yehuda HaMakkabi St., Makor Baruch
For more info:https://tinyurl.com/yc26tth4
Sunday | 17:15 | The City that was Animated Together | Jerusalem is anything but a
regular boring city. Between ancient walls and new neighborhoods crowd together
the heroes of all Israeli sectors. Israeli animation brings to life Jerusalem through
humor, criticism, the ordinary and the extraordinary. Join us for workshops and a
festive animation screening.
Jinogli Center, 3 Tuvia St.
Sunday | 17:30 | Orchard Path | Studio of Her Own - A discussion with the artist
behind the street art of Elisha Ben Abuya, and returning “the other” to the society.
There will be a storyteller for kids, as well!
Antigonus Garden by the Butke, 26 Antigonus St
Sunday | 17:45-19:30 | Black and White Jerusalem? | Tarbus | A tour in Haredi
Jerusalem - Let's discover the diversity of the Haredi population. The tour will take
place in English
Meeting Point: Recruitment Office on Rashi Street.
For more info: https://tinyurl.com/ybjvjfx4
Sunday | 18:00 | Nimi Sfama Shel Lisbet Nay | Agnon House | A queer reading of S.Y
Agnon’s novel, Shira. 10 NIS entrance.
Agnon House, 16 Klausner St.
For more info: https://tinyurl.com/yaladsgy
Sunday | 18:15 | Creating Tolerance: A Jerusalemite View | Reut School | A
tolerance conference with the participation of the community, MKs, and
Jerusalemite activists.
Reut School, 4 Eliezer HaGadol St.
For more info: https://tinyurl.com/y7wbtkam
Sunday | 19:00 | Young Artists in Jerusalem | Tmol Shilshom | Spoken word artist
Yonatan Blumenfeld, performance artist Yoanna Blikman, and DJ Dani (Danielle
Bertschneider) will speak about the young artists scene in Jerusalem. How do we
integrate sector- and boundary-breaking art in a city with walls? What is it about this
city that pulls certain artists to it and drives others out?
30 NIS entrance fee (goes towards a purchase in the restaurant).
Tmol Shilshom, 5 Yoel Moshe Solomon St.
For more info: https://tinyurl.com/ydcrarhp
Sunday | 19:30 | Believers | Zion Community | An evening of multifaith prayers for
the holy city, with Alma and the Tahrir Jamaa.
First Station, 4 Remez St.
For more info: https://tinyurl.com/ydbnq5qr
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Sunday | 19:30 | Interfeast | Andrew Pico | An Inter-feast is an opportunity to
celebrate the diversity of Jerusalem - its variety of perspectives, cultures and
peoples. Join us for dinner and a discussion regarding the Holy City and its
importance for us. Please register in advance.
Nachlaot, Exact location will be sent to those who register.
For more info: https://tinyurl.com/yd9gkkd8
Sunday | 20:00 | The Beaches of Jerusalem | Sirenot Ensemble under conductor
Shosh Lagil | The ships to Jerusalem anchor at the Redeemer Church, unload cargo
and rare musical treasures from Ethiopia, Spain, Armenia, Persia, Dagastan, Israel,
and Ashkenaz. A special musical meeting that speaks and sings of love thanks to the
best poets and composers. Song of Songs, Teha Muhammad Ali, Psalms, Omar
Kayam, and even Eggplant recipes and Raki drinks! Ilya Mazia - Duduk / Shachar
Burak - Piano.
Redeemer Church, Muristan, the Christian Quarter
For more info: https://tinyurl.com/yasd2jrw
Sunday | 20:00 | This Too is Possible | Hechal Shlomo | Aspects of “the other” in us a gallery discussion in the “This Too is Possible” exhibit which involved Arab and
Jewish artists, and an interactive creation about the topic. 20 NIS entrance fee.
Please register in advance.
Hechal Shlomo Museum, 58 King George St., 3rd Floor
Sunday | 20:00 | Souls Sing in Jerusalem | Singing in the Garden and Nefashot | An
evening of peace and Jerusalem songs, intertwined with original works about mental
illness.
Tower of David
For more info: https://tinyurl.com/y79q99y6
Sunday | 20:00 | Jerusalemite in the Living Room: Let’s Meet! - Yoelish Krois,
frequently referred to as the COO of the Eda HaHaredit, will speak at Meretz
municipality member Laura Wharton’s house.
The event is part of “Jerusalemites in the Living Room” - A series of events in which
Jerusalemites tell their personal stories in the homes of Jerusalemites who are
different from them!
For more info: https://tinyurl.com/ya92kfpz
46a HaHalutz St., Beit Hakerem.
Sunday | 20:00 | Jerusalemite in the Living Room: Let’s Meet! - Jonathan Vadai,
founder of the Carousela and an activist in the struggle for Yemenite children and
community Kashrut, will speak at Orli Jackson Cohen’s home.
The event is part of “Jerusalemites in the Living Room” - A series of events in which
Jerusalemites tell their personal stories in the homes of Jerusalemites who are
different from them!
For more info: https://tinyurl.com/ya92kfpz
Orli Jackson Cohen’s living room, 6 Hizkiyahu HaMelech, Floor 3, Apt 6
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Sunday | 20:00 | Jerusalemite in the Living Room: Let’s Meet! - Eldad Postan, a
Jerusalemite start-up entrepreneur, will speak in a Shekel (special needs) home.
The event is part of “Jerusalemites in the Living Room” - A series of events in which
Jerusalemites tell their personal stories in the homes of Jerusalemites who are
different from them!
For more info: https://tinyurl.com/ya92kfpz
A Shekel (special needs) living room, 2 HaTkufa St.
Sunday | 20:00 | Jerusalemite in the Living Room: Let’s Meet! - Gilad Natan, an
activist in “Maan-Yachad” for coexistence between Jews and Arabs in French Hill, will
share his story.
The event is part of “Jerusalemites in the Living Room” - A series of events in which
Jerusalemites tell their personal stories in the homes of Jerusalemites who are
different from them!
For more info: https://tinyurl.com/ya92kfpz
Sunday | 20:00 | Jerusalemite in the Living Room: Let’s Meet! - Deena Levenstein, a
culture activist in the city, will speak in the Butka, a community coffeehouse in the
Katamonim.
The event is part of “Jerusalemites in the Living Room” - A series of events in which
Jerusalemites tell their personal stories in the homes of Jerusalemites who are
different from them!
For more info: https://tinyurl.com/ya92kfpz
HaButke, 26 Antigonus St.
Sunday | 20:00 | Jerusalemite in the Living Room: Let’s Meet! - Shmuel Drilman, a
Haredi activist and social media expert, will speak about Haredi vs. Modern life, in
the Artishok Club in French Hill.
The event is part of “Jerusalemites in the Living Room” - A series of events in which
Jerusalemites tell their personal stories in the homes of Jerusalemites who are
different from them!
For more info: https://tinyurl.com/ya92kfpz
Artishok Club, 19 HaHagana St, French Hill
Saturday | 21:30 | Jerusalemite in the Living Room: Let’s Meet! - Sarah Tuttle Singer,
a journalist at the Times of Israel who wrote a book about her year living in the four
quarters of the old city, will tell her story. The event will take place in English.
The event is part of “Jerusalemites in the Living Room” - A series of events in which
Jerusalemites tell their personal stories in the homes of Jerusalemites who are
different from them!
For more info: https://tinyurl.com/ya92kfpz
Nifgashim Center, 26 Ben Yehuda St.
Sunday | 20:00 | Jerusalemite in the Living Room: Let’s Meet! - Rachel Gerber of the
Jerusalem African Community Center, will speak in Polina’s home.
The event is part of “Jerusalemites in the Living Room” - A series of events in which
Jerusalemites tell their personal stories in the homes of Jerusalemites who are
different from them!
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For more info: https://tinyurl.com/ya92kfpz
Polina’s living room, 166 Beit Lechem St.
Sunday | 20:00 | Jerusalemite in the Living Room: Let’s Meet! - Eldad Weil, former
counsel to the mayor, director of Musrara Community Center and Tze’irim
BaMerkaz, will tell his story.
The event is part of “Jerusalemites in the Living Room” - A series of events in which
Jerusalemites tell their personal stories in the homes of Jerusalemites who are
different from them!
For more info: https://tinyurl.com/ya92kfpz
The new Yemenite Bar, Bab El-Yamen, 29 Azza St.
Sunday | 20:00 | Jerusalemite in the Living Room: Let’s Meet! - Mordechai Ben
Avraham, formerly an American Muslim and today an Israeli Haredi, will speak of his
transformation. The event will take place in English.
The event is part of “Jerusalemites in the Living Room” - A series of events in which
Jerusalemites tell their personal stories in the homes of Jerusalemites who are
different from them!
For more info: https://tinyurl.com/ya92kfpz
Jerusalem Press Club, Mishkanot Shaananim.
Sunday | 20:00 | Jerusalemite in the Living Room: Let’s Meet! - David Mizrahi,
founder of La Familia and a famous activist promoting tolerance all over Israel, will
speak of his transformation.
The event is part of “Jerusalemites in the Living Room” - A series of events in which
Jerusalemites tell their personal stories in the homes of Jerusalemites who are
different from them!
For more info: https://tinyurl.com/ya92kfpz
Hadarta, Nachlaot Community Center, 42 Ohel Moshe St.
Sunday | 20:00 | Jerusalemite in the Living Room: Let’s Meet! - Muhammad Abu
Ghannam, resident of A-Tur and a young activist, will speak at the Jerusalem
Mechina.
The event is part of “Jerusalemites in the Living Room” - A series of events in which
Jerusalemites tell their personal stories in the homes of Jerusalemites who are
different from them!
For more info: https://tinyurl.com/ya92kfpz
Jerusalem Mechina, 31 Brazil St.
Sunday | 20:00 | Jerusalemite in the Living Room: Let’s Meet! - Yochi Rapaport of
Women of the Wall will tell her story.
The event is part of “Jerusalemites in the Living Room” - A series of events in which
Jerusalemites tell their personal stories in the homes of Jerusalemites who are
different from them!
For more info: https://tinyurl.com/ya92kfpz
Sunday | 20:00 | Jerusalemite in the Living Room: Let’s Meet! - Natan Moshe writer, creator, philosopher, poet, person. Copes with mental illness and lives
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alongside it for 30 years.
The event is part of “Jerusalemites in the Living Room” - A series of events in which
Jerusalemites tell their personal stories in the homes of Jerusalemites who are
different from them!
For more info: https://tinyurl.com/ya92kfpz
Sunday | 20:00 | Jerusalemite in the Living Room: Let’s Meet! - Hagit Ashur Jerusalem Director of Yeted Program for at-risk youth, who grew up in a host family
in Musrara.
The event is part of “Jerusalemites in the Living Room” - A series of events in which
Jerusalemites tell their personal stories in the homes of Jerusalemites who are
different from them!
For more info: https://tinyurl.com/ya92kfpz
Sadiq Ismail - an asylum seeker from Darfur will be joined by other African asylum
seekers who will tell us how they left their countries, how, eventually, they arrived in
Jerusalem, and how they now live today with the threat of expulsion to an unknown
destination. Elisheva Milikowsky, an activist for the asylum seekers since 2007, will
tell us about the current situation. (Hebrew and English).
The event is part of “Jerusalemites in the Living Room” - A series of events in which
Jerusalemites tell their personal stories in the homes of Jerusalemites who are
different from them!
For more info: https://tinyurl.com/ya92kfpz
Diana's living room, 16 Harakevet St, 2nd Floor
Sunday | 20:00 | City of Skies | A performance that is a love song to the eternal city,
that is built like the city itself - a colorful mosaica of cultures, religions, stories, and
people.
Link for tickets: https://tinyurl.com/ybcvydr
Micro Theater, Jerusalem Theater, 20 Marcus St
Sunday | 21:00 | StoryTeller at Hamiflezet Pub | Itamar Farhi | A special StoryTeller
gathering for Jerusalemite Day.
Hamifletzet Pub, 8 Chile St., Kiryat Yovel.
For more info: https://tinyurl.com/ycrmfc65
Sunday | 21:00 | Open Mic | Abraham Hostel | Joining together through song in an
Open Mic Night, come sing with people from all over the world songs of acceptance
and tolerance
67 HaNevi'im st.
Sunday | 21:00 | Something to Say: Women Speaking from the Gut | Basmat Hazan
| A cabaret of women who challenge what they’ve been told, what seems to be a
definite reality, and who find the keys and the spaces for growth and change,
women who feel empty and find that they are full - women who are heros with
something to say.
Khan Theater, 2 Remez St.
For more info: https://tinyurl.com/yb3rdgxt
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Sunday | 21:30 | Pub Quiz | Artishok Club | Think you know Jerusalem? Let’s see you
prove it in a special Pub Quiz for Jerusalemite Day with awesome prizes thanks to
0202 - Points of View from Jerusalem.
Artishok Pub, 19 Hagana St., French Hill
For more info: https://tinyurl.com/yc39ku4l
Sunday | All Day | Prints in Paint | Muslala and Kfar Shimon | An exhibit which
opens a window to the rich and unique world of the artists from Kfar Shimon - a
residence for people with autism.
Muslala Porch, Klal Building, 97 Yaffo St.
Sunday | All Day | Stories on the Way | Personal stories of Aliyah from Ethiopia, in
living rooms across the city. For more info:http://www.sipur.org.il/index.php
===Events Not Open to the Public===
Dror High School | Dialogue circles, tours, and special studies about diversity in
Jerusalem
Ziv School | Students will interview residents of retirement homes about Jerusalem
today and in the past
Adam School | Special guest speaker - a Haredi activist
The events are in partnership with the Jerusalem Foundation, UJA New York, the
Coalition of Tolerance, and This is Jerusalem.
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